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Nonsmooth Equation Based BFGS Method
for Solving KKT Systems
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a BFGS method for solving a KKT
system in mathematical programming, based on a nonsmooth equation
reformulation of the KKT system. We split successively the nonsmooth
equation into equivalent equations with a particular structure. Based on
the splitting, we develop a BFGS method in which the subproblems are
systems of linear equations with symmetric and positive-definite coef-
ficient matrices. A suitable line search is introduced under which the
generated iterates exhibit an approximate norm descent property. The
method is well defined and, under suitable conditions, converges to a
KKT point globally and superlinearly without any convexity assump-
tion on the problem.

Key Words. KKT systems, splitting functions, BFGS method, global
convergence, superlinear convergence.

1. Introduction

Let f, gi , iG1, 2, . . . , m, and hj , jG1, 2, . . . , r, be twice continuously
differentiable functions from Rn to R. Consider the following general
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constrained mathematical programming problem:

min f (x), (1a)

s.t. gi (x)¤0, iG1, 2, . . . , m, (1b)

hj (x)G0, jG1, 2, . . . , r. (1c)

Associated with problem (1) is the Lagrangian function l: RnCmCr→R
defined by

l (z)Gf (x)Aλ Tg(x)AµTh(x)Gf (x)A ∑
m

iG1

λ igi (x)A ∑
r

jG1

µ jhj (x), (2)

where zG(x, λ , µ) ∈ RnCmCr. Iterative methods for solving (1) generate typi-
cally a sequence of points {zk} estimating a solution z*G(x*, λ*, µ*) of the
following KKT system:

∇ x l (x, λ , µ)G∇ f (x)A ∑
m

iG1

λ i∇ gi (x)A ∑
r

jG1

µ j∇ hj (x)G0, (3a)

λ i¤0, gi (x)¤0, λ igi (x)G0, iG1, 2, . . . , m, (3b)

hj (x)G0, jG1, 2, . . . , r. (3c)

Many iterative methods for solving (3) have been developed; we refer to
Ref. 1 for a comprehensive treatment of these methods. One way to develop
iterative methods for solving (3) is to approximate (3) via a successive linear
programming (SLP) method or a successive quadratic programming (SQP)
method. In particular, the SQP method is one of the most effective methods
and has received much attention not only because of its favorable numerical
experience but also because of its global convergence and locally superlinear
convergence; see e.g., Refs. 2–17.

Another way to develop iterative methods for solving (3) is to reformu-
late (3) as a nonsmooth equation. Nonsmooth and smoothing Newton
methods have received much attention in the last decade; see e.g. Refs. 18–
30. These methods converge globally and superlinearly�quadratically under
suitable conditions to a solution of the KKT system (3), which is not neces-
sarily a local optimal solution of (1). If some additional assumption is made
(e.g., if the problem is a convex programming problem), then a KKT point
(x, λ , µ) corresponds to an optimal solution of (1).

The purpose of this paper is to present a BFGS method for (3) based
on an equivalent system of nonsmooth equations. An advantage of the pro-
posed method is that, in each step, it solves a system of linear equations
whose coefficient matrix is symmetric and positive definite. Therefore, the
subproblems are always consistent and can be solved by any efficient
method for linear equations. Under suitable conditions, the proposed BFGS
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method is shown to converge globally and superlinearly to a KKT point of
(1) without assuming the boundedness of the iterative matrices. In particu-
lar, the convergence analysis does not require the convexity of the problem.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, first we transform (3)
into an equivalent system of nonsmooth equations and then split it into
another form with a special structure; we discuss also several properties of
the splitting. In Section 3, we present a BFGS method and prove some
useful lemmas. In Sections 4 and 5, we prove global convergence and super-
linear convergence, respectively, of the proposed BFGS method. We
conclude the paper by giving some remarks in Section 6.

2. Splitting Function and Its Properties

In this section, we first reformulate the KKT system (3) as an equival-
ent nonsmooth equation and then describe a splitting method for the latter
equation. The splitting function has a particular structure, which is the basis
for designing a BFGS method. Let φ: R2→R be the Fischer–Burmeister
function (Ref. 18) defined by

φ(a, b)G1a2Cb2A(aCb).

The Fischer–Burmeister function has been used extensively in the context
of the nonlinear complementarity problem and related problems; see e.g.
Refs. 19–25. The function φ is differentiable everywhere except at the origin.
It is easy to see that

φ(a, b)G0, if and only if a¤0, b¤0, abG0.

A function with this property is called an NCP function. By the use of the
Fischer–Burmeister function, the KKT system (3) can be rewritten in the
following form:

L(z)G0, (4a)

φ(gi (x), λ i)G0, iG1, 2, . . . , m, (4b)

hj (x)G0, jG1, 2, . . . , r, (4c)

where

L(z)G∇ f (x)A ∑
m

iG1

λ i∇ gi (x)A ∑
r

jG1

µ j ∇ hj (x)

G∇ f (x)A∇ g(x)λA∇ h(x)µ.
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Define

Φ(x, λ )G[φ1(x, λ ), φ2(x, λ ), . . . , φm (x, λ )]T,

with elements

φi (x, λ )Gφ(gi (x), λ i), iG1, 2, . . . , m.

Then, (4) is represented in a compact form,

F (z).�
L(z)

−Φ(x, λ )

−h(x)
�G0. (5)

The function F is generally not differentiable because of the nondifferen-
tiability of φ; hence, (5) cannot be solved by ordinary iterative methods
for smooth equations. Recently, various Newton-type methods for solving
nonsmooth equations with global and superlinear�quadratic convergence
properties have been developed; see e.g. Refs. 10, 13, and 26–29. The local
convergence of quasi-Newton methods for nonsmooth equations has also
been studied by some authors; see e.g. Refs. 30–31. However, the study
of globally convergent quasi-Newton methods for nonsmooth equations is
relatively scarce. In this paper, we propose a BFGS method for solving the
KKT system (3) or equivalently the nonsmooth Eq. (5). We construct an
iterative process based on the splitting

F (z)GFk (z)CGk (z)G0, (6)

where Fk is differentiable everywhere and Gk is not necessarily differentiable
but relatively small compared with Fk .

The idea of approximating a nonsmooth equation using a splitting
function first appeared in Ref. 32. Qi and Chen (Ref. 29) proposed a success-
ive Newton method based on a splitting function for a class of nonsmooth
equations and showed that, under suitable conditions, the method converges
globally and quadratically. The results obtained in Ref. 29 were extended
in Ref. 33 to Broyden-like methods for solving nonlinear complementarity
problems. In this paper, we propose a BFGS method that is somewhat simi-
lar to the one in Ref. 33 but utilizes a different line search rule. Moreover,
the conditions to ensure global convergence of the method are weaker than
those in Ref. 33.
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We now split F into an equivalent form so that the corresponding non-
smooth Eq. (5) takes the form (6). For a given constant (H0, define

φ((a, b)G�φ(a, b), if1a2Cb2¤(,

φ(a, b)C[1a2Cb2A(]2�2(, if1a2Cb2F(,

G�1a2Cb2A(aCb), if1a2Cb2¤(,

(1�2()[(a2Cb2)A2((aCb)C(2], if1a2Cb2F(.

Then, φ( is everywhere continuously differentiable and

∇ φ((a, b)G�(a�1a2Cb2A1, b�1a2Cb2A1)T, if1a2Cb2¤(,

(a�(A1, b�(A1)T, if1a2Cb2F(.

Moreover, we have

�φ(a, b)Aφ((a, b) �⁄ (1�2)(, ∀ (a, b) ∈ R2.

Further, define

φ(
i (x, λ )Gφ((gi (x), λ i), iG1, 2, . . . , m,

Φ((x, λ )G[φ(
1(x, λ ), φ(

2(x, λ ), . . . , φ(
m (x, λ )]T,

F((z)G�
L(z)

−Φ((x, λ )

−h(x)
�G�

∇ f (x)A∇ g(x)λA∇ h(x)µ
−Φ((x, λ )

−h(x)
� ,

G((z)GF (z)AF ((z)G�
0

−(Φ(x, λ )AΦ((x, λ ))

0
� .

Then, we get a splitting form of F,

F (z)GF ((z)CG ((z). (7)

It is not difficult to see that, for every (H0, F ( is continuously differentiable,
since Φ( is continuously differentiable. We will give a direct expression of
the Jacobian ∇ F ((z) later. Note that G ( is not differentiable, but that its
norm is uniformly restricted by (. This means that, if ( is small, then so is
��G ((x, λ )�� for every (x, λ ) ∈ RnCm. To be precise, we have

��G((z)��G��Φ(x, λ )AΦ((x, λ )��⁄ (1m�2)(, ∀ z ∈ RnCmCr.

We now prove some useful lemmas for the splitting function (7). First, by
the previous arguments, it is easy to show the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.1.

(i) For every zG(x, λ , µ) ∈ RnCmCr,

��G ((z)��G��Φ(x, λ )AΦ((x, λ )��⁄ (1m�2). (8)

(ii) Φ(x, λ )G0 if and only if min(λ , g(x))G0.
(iii) F (z)G0 if and only if z is a KKT point of (1).

Let I ((x, λ ) and J ((x, λ ) be the index sets given by

I ((x, λ )G{i �1λ 2
iCgi (x)2¤(}, (9a)

J ((x, λ )G{i �1λ 2
iCgi (x)2F(}. (9b)

Put

a(i (x, λ )G�λ i�1λ 2
iCgi (x)2A1, if i ∈ I ((x, λ ),

λ i�(A1, if i ∈ J ((x, λ ),

b(i (x, λ )G�gi (x)�1λ 2
iCgi (x)2A1, if i ∈ I ((x, λ ),

gi (x)�(A1, if i ∈ J ((x, λ ).

The next lemma follows immediately from the definition of a(i (x, λ ) and
b(i (x, λ ).

Lemma 2.2. For any (H0 and every (x, λ ) ∈ RnCm, we have
−2⁄a(i (x, λ )⁄0 and −2⁄b(i (x, λ )⁄0 for all iG1, 2, . . . , m. Moreover,
a(i (x, λ )G0 if and only if λ i¤( and gi (x)G0, or equivalently b(i (x, λ )G−1;
b(i (x, λ )G0 if and only if gi (x)¤( and λ iG0, or equivalently a(i (x, λ )G−1.

The following lemma gives a direct expression of ∇ F ((z). It can be
derived from the expression of ∇ φ( and the chain rule for the derivatives of
composite functions.

Lemma 2.3. Let f, gi , iG1, 2, . . . , m, and hj , jG1, 2, . . . , r, be twice
continuously differentiable functions. Then, Φ( and F ( are continuously dif-
ferentiable. Moreover, for every zG(x, λ , µ) ∈ RnCmCr, we have the follow-
ing formulas:

∇ xφ(
i (x, λ )Gb(i (x, λ )∇ gi (x, λ ), ∇ λ φ(

i (x, λ )Ga(i (x, λ )ei ,

∇ xΦ((x, λ )G∇ g(x) diag(b(i (x, λ )), ∇ λΦ((x, λ )Gdiag(a(i (x, λ )),
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and

∇ F ((z)G�
∇ xL(z) −∇ xΦ((x, λ ) −∇ h(x)

∇ λL(z) −∇ λΦ((x, λ ) 0

∇ µL(z) 0 0
�

G�
∇ xL(z) −∇ g(x) diag(b(i (x, λ )) −∇ h(x)

−∇ g(x)T −diag(a(i (x, λ )) 0

−∇ h(x)T 0 0
� , (10)

where ei denotes the ith column of the identity matrix.

The next lemma gives a regularity condition on function F (. For a given
zG(x, λ , µ) and (H0, we define

S ((z)G{i �gi (x)G0, λ i¤(}. (11)

Lemma 2.4. Let zG(x, λ , µ) ∈ RnCmCr and (H0 be given. Suppose
that the vectors ∇ gi (x), i ∈ S ((z), and ∇ hj (x), jG1, 2, . . . , r, are linearly inde-
pendent. Also, suppose that the matrix

∇ xL(z)G∇ 2
x l (z)G∇ 2f (x)A ∑

m

iG1

λ i ∇ 2gi (x)A ∑
r

jG1

µ j∇ 2hj (x)

is positive definite on the subspace

{ p � ∇ gi (x)TpG0, ∀ i ∈ S ((z), ∇ h(x)TpG0}.

Then, ∇ F ((z) is nonsingular.

Proof. We verify the nonsingularity of ∇ F ((z) by showing that the
system of linear equations

∇ F ((z)wG0

has the unique solution wG0. Let

wG( p, q, s) ∈ RnCmCr.

Then, the above linear system is expressed as

∇ xL(z)pA∇ g(x) diag(b(i (x, λ ))qA∇ h(x)sG0, (12a)

−∇ g(x)TpAdiag(a(i (x, λ ))qG0, (12b)

−∇ h(x)TpG0. (12c)

It then follows that

pT ∇ xL(z)pCqT diag(a(i (x, λ ))b(i (x, λ ))qG0. (13)
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Since

a(i (x, λ )⁄0 and b(i (x, λ )⁄0,

by Lemma 2.2, the second term on the left-hand side of (13) is nonnegative.
On the other hand, since p satisfies (12c) and since

∇ gi (x)TpG0, ∀ i ∈ S ((z),

by Lemma 2.2, the positive definiteness of ∇ xL(z) on the subspace

{p � ∇ gi (x)TpG0, ∀ i ∈ S ((z), ∇ h(x)TpG0}

implies that the first term on the left-hand side of (13) is also nonnegative.
Consequently, p must be zero and (12) reduces to

∇ g(x) diag(b(i (x, λ ))qC∇ h(x)sG0, (14a)

−diag(a(i (x, λ ))qG0. (14b)

From (14b), it is obvious that qiG0 for every i with a(i (x, λ )≠0. In other
words, the only possible nonzero elements qi correspond to the indices i
satisfying a(i (x, λ )G0, which by Lemma 2.2 coincide with the indices i ∈
S ((z). Moreover, for these i, b(i (x, λ )G−1. Therefore, from (14a), we get

− ∑
i ∈ S ((z)

qi∇ gi (x)C ∑
r

jG1

sj∇ hj (x)G0.

By the assumption that ∇ gi (x), i ∈ S ((z), and ∇ hj (x), jG1, 2, . . . , r, are
linearly independent, it follows that

qiG0, ∀ i ∈ S ((z),

sjG0, jG1, 2, . . . , r.

In other words, zero is the unique solution of (12). Therefore, ∇ F ((z) is
nonsingular. �

3. Algorithm

This section is devoted to presenting a BFGS method for the non-
smooth equation (5) based on the splitting function (7). For convenience, we
simplify some notations. For a given positive sequence {(k}, we abbreviate
F (k, G (k, a(ki , b(ki to Fk , Gk , ak

i , bk
i , and so on.
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To describe the method, it would be helpful to recall the Newton-type
method proposed by Qi and Chen (Ref. 29). In their method, the subprob-
lem to be solved at each iteration is the following system of linear equations
in p:

∇ Fk (zk)
TpCF (zk)G0. (15)

If ∇ Fk (zk ) is nonsingular, then (15) has a unique solution, which is the same
as the unique solution of the system of linear equations

∇ Fk (zk )∇ Fk (zk )
TpC∇ Fk (zk )F (zk )G0. (16)

Generally, (16) is equivalent to the least-square problem

min(1�2)��∇ Fk (zk )
TpCF (zk )��2.

It is clear that the system of linear equations (16) has always a solution,
whether or not ∇ Fk (zk ) is nonsingular. Now, we consider avoiding the cal-
culation of the second derivatives ∇ 2f, ∇ 2gi , iG1, 2, . . . , m, and ∇ 2hj , jG
1, 2, . . . , r, in (16). Specifically, we consider the system of equations

BkpCqkG0,

where the matrix Bk ∈ R(nCmCr)B(nCmCr) approximates ∇ Fk (zk )∇ Fk (zk )
T and

the vector qk ∈ RnCmCr approximates ∇ Fk (zk )F (zk ). When ∇ Fk is symmetric,
the authors (Ref. 34) proposed a quasi-Newton method that generates an
approximating matrix Bk and an approximating vector qk . However, in the
present case, ∇ Fk is generally not symmetric, and hence the method of Ref.
34 cannot be applied. To obtain suitable approximation Bk and qk , let

QkG�
0 −∇ g(xk ) diag(bk

i (xk , λ k)) −∇ h(xk )

−∇ g(xk )
T −diag(ak

i (xk , λ k)) 0

−∇ h(xk)
T 0 0

� . (17)

We notice that Qk does not contain the second derivatives ∇ 2f, ∇ 2gi , iG
1, 2, . . . , m, and ∇ 2hj , jG1, 2, . . . , r. By the definition of Qk , we have
immediately the following relationship:

∇ Fk (zk)GQkC�
∇ xL(zk ) 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0
� . (18)

Notice that the matrix in the second term on the right-hand side is sym-
metric. Let

qkGα −1
kA1�

L(xkCα kA1L(zk), λ k , µk)AL(zk)

0

0
�CQkFk (zk), (19)
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where α kA1 is the steplength determined at the (kA1)th iteration. Then, we
have

qkG��
1

0

∇ xL(xkCτα kA1L(zk), λ k , µk) dτL(zk)

0

0
�CQkFk (zk)

G��
1

0

∇ xL(xkCτα kA1L(zk), λ k , µk) dτ 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0
� Fk (zk)CQkFk (zk)

G∇ Fk (zk)Fk (zk)

C��
1

0

[∇ xL(xkCτα kA1L(zk), λ k , µk)A∇ xL(zk )] dτ 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0
� Fk (zk)

G∇ Fk (zk)Fk (zk)Cuk , (20)

where

ukG��
1

0

[∇ xL(xkCτα kA1L(zk), λ k , µk)A∇ xL(zk )] dτ 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0
� Fk (zk). (21)

Note that uk satisfies

��uk��⁄�
1

0

��∇ xL(xkCτα kA1L(zk), λ k , µk)A∇ xL(zk)�� dτ ��Fk (zk)��.

If ��α kA1L(zk )�� is small, then so is ��uk ��. By (7)–(8), when (k is small enough,
we have

F (zk )≈Fk (zk ).

Therefore, (20) implies that qk defined by (19) is an approximation of
∇ F (zk )F (zk ). Moreover, the calculation of qk does not require the second
derivatives ∇ 2f, ∇ 2gi , iG1, 2, . . . , m, and ∇ 2hj , jG1, 2, . . . , r.

We now construct Bk such that

Bkpk≈∇ Fk (zk )∇ Fk (zk )
Tpk
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by the following BFGS update formula:

BkC1GBkABksks
T
kBk�sT

k BkskCyky
T
k�yT

k sk ,

where

skGzkC1Azk

and yk is determined as specified shortly. First, we notice that BkC1 satisfies
the secant equation

BkC1skGyk .

So, we need only to select yk appropriately so that

yk≈∇ FkC1(zkC1)∇ FkC1(zkC1)
Tsk .

Denote

δkGFk (zkC1)AFk (zk)G�
1

0

∇ Fk (zkCτ sk)
T dτ sk , (22)

rkG�
L(xkCL(zkC1)AL(zk), λ k , µk)AL(zk)

0

0
�CQkδk . (23)

Then by (18), we get

rkG��
1

0

∇ xL(xkCτ (L(zkC1)AL(zk)), λ k , µk) dτ (L(zkC1)AL(zk))

0

0
�CQkδk

G��
1

0

∇ xL(xkCτ (L(zkC1)AL(zk)), λ k , µk) dτ 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0
�δkCQkδk

G∇ Fk (zk)δk

C��
1

0

{∇ xL(xkCτ (L(zkC1)AL(zk )), λ k , µk)A∇ xL(zk)} dτ 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0
�δk
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G∇ Fk (zk) �
1

0

∇ Fk (zkCτ sk)
T dτ skCûk

G∇ Fk (zk)∇ Fk (zk)
TskC∇ Fk (zk) �

1

0

[∇ Fk (zkCτ sk)
TA∇ Fk (zk)

T ] dτ skCûk

G∇ Fk (zk)∇ Fk (zk)
TskCû̄k ,

where

ûkG��
1

0

{∇ xL(xkCτ (L(zkC1)AL(zk)), λ k , µk)A∇ xL(zk)} dτ 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0
� δk ,

û̄kG∇ Fk (zk) �
1

0

[∇ Fk (zkCτ sk)
TA∇ Fk (zk)

T ] dτ skCûk . (24)

We can estimate ûk as

��ûk ��⁄��
1

0

[∇ xL(xkCτ (L(zkC1)AL(zk)), λ k , µk)A∇ xL(zk)] dτ � ��δk��

⁄�
1

0

��∇ xL(xkCτ (L(zkC1)AL(zk)), λ k , µk)A∇ xL(zk)�� dτ ��δk��

⁄�
1

0

��∇ xL(xkCτ (L(zkC1)AL(zk)), λ k , µk)A∇ xL(zk)�� dτ

B�
1

0

��∇ Fk (zkCτ sk)�� dτ ��sk ��,

where the last inequality follows from the definition (22) of δk . Similarly,
we have

��û̄k��⁄ ��∇ Fk (zk)�� · ��
1

0

[∇ Fk (zkCτ sk)
TA∇ Fk (zk)

T ] dτ � · ��sk��C��ûk��

⁄ ��∇ Fk (zk)�� �
1

0

��∇ Fk (zkAτ sk)A∇ Fk (zk)�� dτ��sk��

C�
1

0

��∇ xL(xkCτ (L(zkC1)AL(zk)), λ k , µk)A∇ xL(zk)�� dτ

B�
1

0

��∇ Fk (zkCτ sk)�� dτ ��sk��.
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Assume that ��∇ Fk�� is bounded with an upper bound MH0. Then, we have

��û̄k��⁄M��
1

0

��∇ Fk (zkCτ sk)A∇ Fk (zk )�� dτ

C�
1

0

��∇ xL(xkCτ (L(zkC1)AL(zk)), λ k , µk)A∇ xL(zk)�� dτ � ��sk��.

Since

skGzkC1Azk ,

we see that

��û̄k��Go(��sk��),

which implies that

rkG∇ Fk (zkC1)∇ Fk(zkC1)
TskCo(��sk��).

Thus, rk seems to be a reasonable choice for yk satisfying

BkC1skGyk .

Nevertheless, since ∇ Fk(zk ) can be singular or some k, taking ykGrk does
not ensure that yT

k skH0 holds for every k, which is a sufficient condition for
BkC1 to inherit the positive definiteness from Bk . To cope with this problem,
we adopt a technique used in Ref. 35 to take

ykGrkCτ k ��Fk (zk )��sk , (25)

where τ k is defined by

τ kG1A[1���Fk (zk )�� ] min{rT
k sk���sk��2, 0}. (26)

Note that τ k¤1. If ��Fk (zk )�� is small, then yk≈rk is also expected to be a
suitable choice of yk . Moreover, for every k, we have

yT
k skGrT

k skCτ k��Fk (zk)�� ��sk��2

G��Fk (zk)�� ��sk��2CrT
k skAmin{rT

k sk , 0}

¤ ��Fk (zk)�� ��sk��2. (27)

This means that BkC1 will be positive definite provided that Bk is positive
definite.

In the algorithm, we use a line search similar to the one proposed in
Ref. 34. Let {ηk} be a positive sequence satisfying

∑
S

kG0

ηk⁄ηFS, (28)
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where η is a positive constant. We determine a steplength α kH0 so that the
following inequality holds for αGα k:

��Fk (zkCα pk)��2A��Fk (zk)��2

⁄−σ1��αFk (zk)��2Aσ2��α pk��2Cηk��Fk (zk)��2, (29)

where σ1 and σ2 are given positive constants. It is not difficult to see that
(29) is satisfied for all sufficiently small αH0, because the last term on the
right-hand side is positive and independent of α .

We state a BFGS method for solving (5).

Algorithm 3.1.

Step 0. Choose constants ρ∈ (0, 1), β∈ (0, 1), 0FγF2�1m , σ1H0,
σ2H0, λ −1H0. Select a positive sequence {ηk} satisfying (28).
Choose an initial point z0∈ RnCmCr, a symmetric positive-
definite matrix B0∈ R(nCmCr)B(nCmCr), and (0⁄ (γ�2)��F (z0)��.
Let k_0.

Step 1. Let qk be given by (19). Solve the linear equation

BkpCqkG0 (30)

to get pk .

Step 2. If

��F (zkCpk)��⁄β ��F (zk)��, (31)

then let α kG1 and go to Step 4. Otherwise, go to Step 3.

Step 3. Let ik be the smallest nonnegative integer i such that αGρi

satisfies (29), and let α kGρik.

Step 4. Let zkC1GzkCα kpk .

Step 5. Update Bk by the BFGS formula

BkC1GBkABksks
T
k Bk�sT

kBkskCyky
T
k �yT

k sk , (32)

where

skGzkC1Azk

and yk is determined by (25) with rk and τ k given by (23) and
(26), respectively.
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Step 6. If (kFγ ��F (zkC1)��, take (kC1G(k . Otherwise, determine (kC1

by

(kC1⁄min{(γ�2)��F (zkC1)��, (1�2)(k}. (33)

Step 7. Let k_kC1. Go to Step 1.

We now prove some useful properties of the algorithm. Let Kr 1 and Kr 2
be index sets defined by

Kr 1G{k �(k¤γ ��F (zkC1)��}, Kr 2G{k � (31) holds}. (34)

The following proposition follows immediately from Algorithm 3.1.

Proposition 3.1. Let {zk} be generated by Algorithm 3.1. Then, for
every k,

γ ��F (zk )��¤(k , ��Gk (z)��⁄ (1m�2)(k⁄ γ̄ ��F (zk)��,

∀ z ∈ RnCmCr, (35)

where

γ̄G(1m�2)γ ∈ (0, 1).

Moreover, for every k, the following inequality holds:

��Fk (zkC1)��2⁄ (1Cηk )��Fk (zk)��2. (36)

Proof. The first inequality in (35) follows from the choice of (k , the
second inequality follows from (8), and the last inequality then follows from
the first. Now, we prove (36). If k ∈ Kr 2, then

��Fk (zkC1)��2⁄β2��Fk (zk)��2⁄ (1Cηk)��Fk (zk)��2.

Otherwise, by the definition of Kr 2, k ∉ Kr 2 means that zkC1 is generated by
the line search in Step 3. In other words, we have

zkC1GzkCα kpk ,

with α k satisfying (29), which also implies (36). �

Define the level set by

ΩG{z ∈ RnCmCr � ��F (z)��⁄6e η��F (z0)��}. (37)

The following theorem shows that the sequence {zk} generated by Algo-
rithm 3.1 is contained in Ω.
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Theorem 3.1. Let {zk} be generated by Algorithm 3.1. Then, {zk} ⊂Ω .
Moreover, if Kr 1 is infinite, then

lim inf
k→S

��F (zk)��G0. (38)

Proof. Let

Kr 1G{k0Fk1Fk2F· · ·}.

Then, by Step 6 of Algorithm 3.1,

(kG(ki , for every k such that kiA1Fk⁄ki .

Moreover, for every ki ∈ Kr 1,

(kiC1⁄ (γ�2)��F (zkiC1)��.

It then follows that

��F (zkiC1)��⁄γ−1(kiGγ−1(kiA1C1⁄ (1�2)��F (zkiA1C1)��

⁄ · · ·⁄ (1�2)i ��F (zk0C1)��⁄γ−1(1�2)i(k0

⁄ (1�2)i ��F (zk0)��. (39)

This implies (38). Moreover, if (0¤γ ��F (z1)��, i.e. k0G0, then

��F (zkiC1)��⁄ (1�2)i ��F (z0)��⁄e η��F (z0)��.

Otherwise, for all k⁄k0, (kG(0 and

FkGF0, GkGG0.

Thus, it follows from (36) that

��F (zk0)��⁄ ��Fk0 (zk0)��C��Gk0 (zk0)��

G��Fk0A1(zk0)��C��Gk0(zk0)��

⁄ (1Cηk0A1)��Fk0A1(zk0A1)��C��Gk0(zk0)��

G(1Cηk0A1)��Fk0A2(zk0A1)��C��G0(zk0)��

⁄ (1Cηk0A1)(1Cηk0A2)��Fk0A2(zk0A2)��C��G0(zk0)��

G(1Cηk0A1)(1Cηk0A2)��Fk0A3(zk0A2)��C��G0(zk0)��

⁄ · · ·⁄� ∑
k0A1

jG0

(1Cη j)� ��F0(z0)��C��G0(zk0)��

⁄� ∑
k0A1

jG0

(1Cη j)� (��F0(z0)��C��G0(zk0)��).
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Since, by (8),

��G0(zk0)��⁄ (1m�2)(0⁄ (1m�4)γ ��F (z0)��, for all z,

it follows that

��F0(z0)��G��F (z0)AG0(z0)��

⁄ ��F (z0)��C��G0(z0)��

⁄ [1C(1m�4)γ ]��F (z0)��,

��F0(z0)��C��G0(zk0)��⁄ [1C(1m�4)γ ]��F (z0)��C(1m�4)γ ��F (z0)��

G[1C(1m�2)γ ]��F (z0)��.

Therefore, we have

��F (zk0)��⁄� ∏
k0A1

jG0
(1Cη j)� [1C(1m�2)γ ]��F (z0)��, (40)

which implies that

��F (zk0)��⁄eη[1C(1m�2)γ ]��F (z0)��⁄2eη��F (z0)��, (41)

where the last inequality holds because γF2�1m. The inequalities (39) and
(41) reveal that zk0 ∈Ω and zkjC1 ∈Ω for all kj ∈ Kr 1. Then, it remains to show
that zk ∈Ω for all other k. For any of these k, it is clear that there exist kj ,
kjC1 ∈ Kr 1 satisfying kjC1Fk⁄kjC1 . In this case, by Step 6, (kG(kjC1 and

FkGFkjC1 , GkGGkjC1 .

We deduce again from (36) that

��F (zk)��G��FkjC1(zk)CGkjC1(zk)��

⁄ ��FkjC1(zk)��C��GkjC1(zk)��

⁄ (1CηkA1)��FkjC1(zkA1)��C��GkjC1(zk)��

⁄ · · ·⁄� ∑
kA1

tGkjC1

(1Cη t)� ��FkjC1(zkjC1)��C��GkjC1(zk)��

⁄� ∏
k

tGkjC1
(1Cη t)�

B[��F (zkjC1)��C��GkjC1(zkjC1)��C��GkjC1(zk)�� ]. (42)

However, by (35), we have

��GkjC1(zk)��⁄ (1m�2)γ ��F (zkjC1)��,

��GkjC1(zkjC1)��⁄ (1m�2)(kjC1⁄ (1m�2)γ ��F (zkjC1)��.
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So, from (42) we get

��F (zk)��⁄� ∏
k

tGkjC1
(1Cη t)� (1C1mγ )��F (zkjC1)��

⁄� ∏
k

tGkjC1
(1Cη t)� (1C1mγ )��F (zk0)��

⁄� ∏
k

tG0
(1Cηt )� (1C1mγ ) [1C(1m�2)γ ]��F (z0)��

⁄6e η��F (z0)��,

where the second and the third inequalities follow from (39) and (40),
respectively. This means that zk ∈Ω for all k other than k0 and kj ∈ Kr 1.

Summarizing the above discussion, we conclude the proof. �

To analyze global and superlinear convergence property of Algorithm
3.1, we need the following basic assumption.

Assumption A1. The level set Ω defined by (37) is bounded.

From Theorem 3.1, it is clear that, under Assumption A1, the sequence
{zk} generated by Algorithm 3.1 is bounded and hence the sequences
{L(zk )}, {xkCL(zk )}, {xkCL(zkC1)} are bounded. Let D be a bounded open
convex set containing

Ω∪ {(xkCL(zk), λ k , µk)} ∪ {(xkCL(zkC1), λ k , µk)}.

Since the functions f, gi , iG1, 2, . . . , m, and hj , jG1, 2, . . . , r, are twice con-
tinuously differentiable, it follows that the matrices ∇ xL(z), ∇ g(x), ∇ h(x)
are bounded on the bounded set D. Then, it is not difficult to see from
(10) and Lemma 2.2 that ��∇ F ((z)�� is bounded on D with an upper bound
independent of (H0. That is, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Let Assumption A1 hold. Then, there is a constant MH0
such that the inequality

��∇ F((z)��⁄M, ∀ z ∈ D, (43)

holds for any (H0.

In the rest of the paper, we assume always that Assumption A1 hold.
We also let M be the constant specified by (43).
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Proposition 3.2. Let qk , δk , rk , yk be given by (19), (22), (23), (25),
respectively. Then, for every k, we have

qkG∇ Fk (zk)Fk (zk)Cuk , (44)

with uk satisfying

��uk ��⁄�
1

0

��∇ xL(xkCτα kA1L(zk), λ k , µk)A∇ xL(zk)�� dτ ��Fk (zk)�� (45)

and

rkG∇ Fk (zk)∇ Fk (zk)
TskCû̄k , (46)

with û̄k satisfying

��û̄k��⁄M��
1

0

��∇ Fk (zkCτ sk)A∇ Fk (zk)�� dτ

C�
1

0

��∇ xL(xkCτ (L(zkC1)AL(zk)), λ k , µk)A∇ xL(zk)�� dτ � ��sk�� (47)

⁄4M2��sk��. (48)

Proof. Inequalities (45) and (47) follow from the discussion previous
to the statement of Algorithm 3.1 directly. To prove (48), notice that

(xkCL(zk), λ k , µk) ∈ D and (xkCL(zkC1), λ k , µk) ∈ D.

Since D is convex, it is obvious that, for any τ ∈ [0, 1],

ωk (τ ). (xkCτ (L(zkC1)AL(zk)), λ k , µk) ∈ D.

It then follows from (43) that the inequalities

��∇ xL(ωk (τ ))��⁄ ��∇ xFk (ωk (τ ))��⁄ ��∇ Fk (ωk (τ ))��⁄M

hold for any k. Thus, from (47), we have

��û̄k ��⁄M��
1

0

[��∇ Fk (zkCτ sk)��C��∇ Fk (zk)�� ] dτ

C�
1

0

[��∇ xL(ωk (τ ))��C��∇ xL(zk)�� ] dτ � ��sk ��

⁄4M2��sk�� . �
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Proposition 3.3. Let Mr H0 be an upper bound of ��F (z)�� over D. Then,
for every k, the vector ykGrkCτ k ��Fk (zk)��sk satisfies

��yk��⁄ (10M2CMr )��sk��. (49)

Proof. By (46) and (48), we get

��rk ��⁄ ��∇ Fk (zk)��2��sk��C��û̄k��⁄5M2��sk��.

Together with the definition of yk , this yields

��yk��⁄5M2��sk��Cτ k��Fk (zk)�� ��sk��

⁄5M2��sk��C[��Fk (zk)��Amin{rT
ksk���sk��2 , 0}]��sk��

⁄5M2��sk��C[Mr C�rT
ksk ����sk��2]��sk��

⁄ [5M2CMr C��rk�� · ��sk�����sk��2] ��sk��

⁄ (10M2CMr )��sk��. �

Proposition 3.4. Let {zk} be generated by Algorithm 3.1. Then,

lim inf
k→S

��F (zk )��G0, (50)

if and only if

lim inf
k→S

��Fk (zk )��G0. (51)

Proof. By (35), for every k we have

��F (zk )��⁄ ��Fk (zk )��C��Gk (zk )��⁄ ��Fk (zk )��Cγ̄ ��F (zk )��,

which implies

��F (zk )��⁄ [1�(1Aγ̄ )]��Fk (zk )��, ∀ k. (52)

On the other hand, for every k we have

��Fk (zk )��⁄ ��F (zk )��C��Gk (zk )��⁄ (1Cγ̄ )��F (zk )��. (53)

Inequalities (52) and (53) show the equivalence between (50) and (51). �

Proposition 3.4 reveals that, to prove the global convergence of Algo-
rithm 3.1, it suffices to show that there is a subsequence of {Fk (zk )} converg-
ing to zero. In Section 4, we will accomplish this under suitable conditions.
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4. Global Convergence

In this section, we prove the global convergence of Algorithm 3.1. First,
we show a convergence result similar to that in Refs. 29 and 33.

The following lemma is simple and turns out to be very useful in pro-
ving the global convergence for Algorithm 3.1.

Lemma 4.1. Let Kr 1 and Kr 2 be finite. Then,

∑
S

kG0

��α kFk (zk )��2FS, (54)

∑
S

kG0

��sk��2G ∑
S

kG0

��xkC1Axk��2FS. (55)

Proof. The assumption that Kr 1 is finite implies that there is an index
k̄1 such that (kG(kr1 holds for all k¤ k̄1. This means that, for all k¤ k̄1, Fk

is independent of k. We denote Fk ≡Fr for all k¤ k̄1. Since Kr 2 is also finite,
there is an index k̄2 such that, when k¤ k̄2, the steplength is determined by
(29). Therefore, by (29), we have that, for each k¤ k̄.max{k̄1, k̄2},

��Fr (zkC1)��2⁄ ��Fr (zk )��2Aσ1��α kFr (zk )��2Aσ2��sk��2Cηk��Fr (zk )��2,

which can be rewritten as

σ1��α kFr (zk )��2Cσ2��sk��2⁄ ��Fr (zk )��2A��Fr (zkC1)��2Cηk��Fr (zk )��2.

Since {��Fr (zk )��} is bounded and ηk satisfies (28), summing these inequalities
from kGk̄ to infinity yields (54) and (55). �

The following lemma comes from Ref. 36.

Lemma 4,.2. Let {zk} be generated by Algorithm 3.1. If there are
positive constants m⁄M such that the inequalities

yT
ksk���sk��2¤m, ��yk��2�yT

ksk⁄M, (56)

hold for all k, then there are positive constants β j , jG1, 2, 3, such that, for
any k sufficiently large, the inequalities

��Bisi ��⁄β1��si ��, β2��si ��2⁄sT
i Bisi⁄β3��si ��2 (57)

hold for at least k�2 values of i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}.

Lemma 4.3. If α k≠1, then

α k¤2ρ[ pT
kBkpkAtk��pk�� · ��Fk (zk )�� ]�[σ1��Fk (zk )��2C(σ2CM2)��pk��2 ], (58)
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where M is an upper bound of ��∇ Fk (z)�� on D and

tkG�
1

0

��∇ xL(xkCτα kA1L(zk ), λ k , µk )A∇ xL(zk )�� dτ

C�
1

0

��∇ Fk (zkCτα ′kpk )A∇ Fk (zk )�� dτ ,

where α ′kGα k�ρ.

Proof. If α k≠1, then the steplength α k is determined in Step 3, and
by the line search rule, α ′kGα k�ρ does not satisfy (29), i.e.,

��Fk (zkCα ′kpk )��2A��Fk (zk )��2

H−σ1��α ′kFk (zk )��2Aσ2��α ′kpk��2Cηk��Fk(zk )��2

¤−σ1��α ′kFk (zk )��2Aσ2��α ′kpk��2,

or equivalently,

(α ′k )2[σ1��Fk (zk )��2Cσ2��pk��2 ]¤ ��Fk (zk )��2A��Fk (xkCα ′kpk )��2. (59)

By an elementary deduction, we get

��Fk (zkCα ′kpk )��2A��Fk (zk )��2

G[Fk (zkCα ′kpk )CFk (zk )]
T [Fk (zkCα ′kpk )AFk (zk )]

G2Fk (zk )
T [Fk (zkCα ′kpk )AFk (zk )]C��Fk (zkCα ′kpk )AFk (zk )��2

⁄2Fk (zk )
T [Fk (zkCα ′kpk )AFk (zk )]CM2��α ′kpk��2. (60)

For the first term of (60), we have

Fk (zk )
T [Fk (zkCα ′kpk )AFk (zk )]

Gα ′kFk (zk )
T �

1

0

∇ Fk (zkCτα ′kpk )
Tpk dτ

Gα ′kFk (zk )
T ∇ Fk (zk )

Tpk

Cα ′kFk (zk )
T �

1

0

[∇ Fk (zkCτα ′kpk )
TA∇ Fk (zk )

T ] dτ pk

Gα ′kqT
k pkAα ′kuT

k pk

Cα ′kFk (zk )
T �

1

0

[∇ Fk (zkCτα ′kpk )
TA∇ Fk (zk )

T ] dτ pk
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G−α ′kpT
kBkpkAα ′kuT

kpk

Cα ′kFk (zk )
T �

1

0

[∇ Fk (zkCτα ′kpk )
TA∇ Fk (zk )

T ] dτ pk

⁄−α ′kpT
k BkpkCα ′k��uk�� ��pk��

Cα ′k ��Fk (zk )���
1

0

��∇ Fk (zkCτα ′kpk )A∇ Fk (zk )�� dτ ��pk��

⁄−α ′kpT
kBkpkCα ′k ��pk�� ��Fk (zk )��

B��
1

0

��∇ xL(xkCτα kA1L(zk ), λ k , µk )A∇ xL(zk )�� dτ

C�
1

0

��∇ Fk (zkCτα ′kpk )A∇ Fk (zk )�� dτ � (61)

G−α ′kpT
kBkpkCα ′ktk ��pk�� · ��Fk (zk )��,

where the third equality follows from (44), the fourth equality follows from
(30), and the last inequality follows from (45). Applying (61) to (60), we get
from (59)

(α ′k )2[σ1��Fk (zk )��2Cσ2��pk��2 ]

¤2α ′kpT
kBkpkA2α ′ktk ��pk�� ��Fk (zk )��AM2��α ′kpk��2.

Dividing both sides by α ′k yields

α ′k¤2[ pT
kBkpkAtk��pk�� ��Fk (zk )�� ]�[σ1��Fk (zk )��2C(σ2CM2)��pk��2].

Since α kGρα ′k , the above inequality is equivalent to (58). �

Now, we prove the global convergence of Algorithm 3.1. Denote

Kr G{i � (57) holds}. (62)

Theorem 4.1. Let Kr be defined by (62), and let {zk} be generated by
Algorithm 3.1. Assume that, if Kr is infinite, then there exists an accumula-
tion point z̄ of {zk}k ∈ Kr such that ∇ Fk (z̄ ) is nonsingular for all sufficiently
large k ∈ Kr . Then,

lim inf
k→S

��F (zk )��G0. (63)

Proof. From Theorem 3.1, it suffices to consider the case where Kr 1 is
finite. We may denote Fk ≡Fr for all k sufficiently large. By Step 6 of Algo-
rithm 3.1, we have

��F (zk )��¤γ−1(̄, for all k¤ k̄C1,
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which together with (7) and (8) implies

��Fr (zk )��¤ ��F (zk )��A��F (zk )AFr (zk )��¤ (γ−1A1m�2)(̄H0,

for all k¤ k̄C1. It then follows from (27) that

yT
k sk���sk��2¤ (γ−1A1m�2)(̄.

Moreover, it follows from (49) that

��yk ��2�yT
ksk⁄ ��yk��2�[��sk��2(γ−1A1m�2)(̄ ]−1

⁄ (10M2CMr )2[(γ−1A1m�2)(̄ ]−1.

Thus, the inequalities (56) hold, and hence Lemma 4.2 ensures that the index
set Kr defined by (62) is infinite.

If Kr 2G{k � (31) holds} is infinite, then (63) is trivial. So, we assume that
both Kr 1 and Kr 2 are finite. By (54), it suffices to show that there is a sub-
sequence of {α k} with a positive lower bound; i.e.,

lim sup
k→S

α kH0.

We assume that

lim
k→S

α kG0

to deduce a contradiction.
Let {zk}k ∈ K be a subsequence of {zk}k ∈ Kr converging to z̄. The assump-

tion that ∇ Fr (z̄ ) is nonsingular implies that, when k ∈ K is sufficiently large,
∇ Fr (zk ) is uniformly nonsingular. In particular, there exists a constant M1H0
such that

��∇ Fr (zk )
−1��⁄M1

holds for all k ∈ K large enough. By Lemma 4.2, together with (30) and (44)
this implies that, for at least k�2 values of i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k},

��Fr (zi )��G��−∇ Fr (zi )
−1(BipiCui )��

⁄ ��∇ Fr (zi )
−1�� [��Bipi ��C��ui �� ]

⁄M1�β1�� pi ��C�
1

0

��∇ xL(xiCτα iA1L(zi ), λ i , µi )A∇ xL(zi )�� dτ ��Fr (zi )���
GM1[β1�� pi ��Cνi ��Fr (zi )�� ], (64)

where

νiG�
1

0

��∇ xL(xiCτα iA1L(zi ), λ i , µi )A∇ xL(zi )�� dτ ,
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and the last inequality follows from (45) and (57). It is obvious that νk→0.
Therefore, (64) implies that there is a constant M2H0 such that, for all k ∈
K sufficiently large,

��Fr (zi )��⁄M2��pi ��

holds for at least k�2 values of i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}. It follows from (58) that

α i¤2ρ[ pT
i BipiAti ��pi �� ��Fr (zi )�� ]�[σ1��Fr (zi )��2C(σ2CM2)��pi ��2 ]

¤2ρ[β2��pi ��2AM2ti ��pi ��2 ]�[σ1M
2
2��pi ��2C(σ2CM2)��pi ��2 ]

G2ρ(β2AM2ti )�[σ1M
2
2C(σ2CM2)].

It is not difficult to see that tk→0 as k→S with k ∈ K, since zk→ z̄ as k→S

with k ∈ K. Consequently, the above inequality implies that {α k}k ∈ K con-
tains a subsequence bounded away from zero, which contradicts the
assumption that

lim
k→S

α kG0.

The proof is complete. �

We notice that, by Step 6 of Algorithm 3.1,

(k⁄γ ��F (zk )��, for every k;

see Proposition 3.1. Since {(k} is monotonically nonincreasing, we have

lim
k→S

(kG0, (65)

under the conditions of Theorem 4.1. Now, we establish global convergence
of Algorithm 3.1 under slightly different conditions than Theorem 4.1.

Theorem 4.2. Let Kr be defined by (62), and let {zk} be generated by
Algorithm 3.1. Assume that there exist accumulation points z̄G(x̄, λ̄, µ̄) of
{zk}k ∈ Kr and (̄ of {(k}k ∈ Kr such that ∇ gi (x̄ ), i ∈ S (̄ (z̄ ), and ∇ hj (x̄ ), jG
1, 2, . . . , r, are linearly independent, where S ((z) is defined by (11). Suppose
that ∇ xL(z̄ ) is positive definite on the subspace { p � ∇ gi (x̄ )TpG0,
∀ i ∈ S (̄(z̄ ), ∇ h(x̄ )TpG0}. Then, (63) holds.

Proof. If Kr 1 is infinite, then Theorem 3.1 has shown the conclusion.
If Kr 1 is finite, then when k is sufficiently large, (k is independent of k. We
assume that (kG(̄ holds for all k¤ k̄ with some positive integer k̄. Then, it
follows that

Fk (z)GFkr (z)
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holds for all k¤ k̄. By Lemma 2.4, the conditions in the theorem imply that
∇ Fk (z̄ ) is nonsingular for all k¤ k̄. This means that the conditions in
Theorem 4.1 hold. �

Remark 4.1. One of the referees pointed out that, if Kr 1 is finite and
(63) holds, then we must have

F (zk )G0,

for all k sufficiently large. In other words, Algorithm 3.1 stops in a finite
number of iterations. This can be seen as follows. If Kr 1 is finite, then there
is an index k̄ such that

(kG(kr , for all k¤ k̄.

However, it is clear by Step 6 of Algorithm 3.1 that

(k⁄γ ��F (zk )��, for any k.

Together with (63), this implies that (kG0 for all k sufficiently large. Then,
it follows again from Step 6 of Algorithm 3.1 that F (zk )G0 for all k suffic-
iently large.

5. Superlinear Convergence

In this section, we prove the superlinear convergence of Algorithm 3.1.
To do this, we need the following further assumptions.

Assumption A2.

(i) The sequence {zk} generated by Algorithm 3.1 converges to a
solution of (3), say z̄G(x̄, λ̄, µ̄), at which the strict complementar-
ity condition holds, i.e.,

λ̄iCgi (x̄ )H0, iG1, 2, . . . , m. (66)

(ii) ∇ Fk (z̄ ) is nonsingular for all k sufficiently large.
(iii) ∇ 2f, ∇ 2gi , iG1, 2, . . . , m, and ∇ 2hj , jG1, 2, . . . , r, are Lipschitz

continuous at x̄, i.e., there is a constant HH0 and a neighbor-
hood U(x̄ ) of x̄ such that, for all x ∈ U(x̄ ),

��∇ 2f (x)A∇ 2f (x̄ )��⁄H ��xAx̄��, (67a)

��∇ 2gi (x)A∇ 2gi (x̄ )��⁄H ��xAx̄��, iG1, 2, . . . , m, (67b)

��∇ 2hj (x)A∇ 2hj (x̄ )��⁄H ��xAx̄��, jG1, 2, . . . , r. (67c)
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Since ∇ L is linear in λ and µ, it is clear that condition (iii) in Assump-
tion A2 implies the Lipschitz continuity of ∇ L at z̄G(x̄, λ̄, ν̄ ). It is also
obvious that ∇ g and ∇ h are Lipschitz continuous at x̄, since ∇ 2g and ∇ 2h
are continuous. So, there is a constant H ′H0 such that, for all z close to z̄,

��∇ L(z)A∇ L(z̄ )��⁄H ′��zAz̄��, (68a)

��∇ g(x)A∇ g(x̄ )��G��∇ g(x)TA∇ g(x̄ )T��

⁄H ′��xAx̄��⁄H ′��zAz̄��, (68b)

��∇ h(x)A∇ h(x̄ )��G��∇ h(x)TA∇ h(x̄ )T��

⁄H ′��xAx̄��⁄H ′��zAz̄��. (68c)

As mentioned just after the proof of Theorem 4.1, we have (k→0. So,
it is not difficult to see that, under condition (i) in Assumption A2,

1[λ k ]iCgi (zk )¤(k

holds for all k sufficiently large, where [λ k ]i denotes the ith element of λ k .
This means that

J (k(xk , λ k )G∅

for all sufficiently large k, where J ((x, λ ) is defined by (9). In other words,
for all k sufficiently large,

Φk (z)GΦ(z),

and hence,

Fk (z)GF (z) and Gk (z)G0, for all z close to z̄.

As a result, conditions (i) and (ii) in Assumption A2 imply that there is a
neighborhood U(z̄ ) of z̄ such that ∇ F (z) exists and is continuously differen-
tiable and uniformly nonsingular on U(z̄ ). That is, we have the following
lemma.

Lemma 5.1. Let conditions (i) and (ii) in Assumption A2 hold. Then,
there is an index k̄ such that, for any k¤ k̄ and every z in a neighborhood
U(z̄ ) of z̄, we have Fk (z)GF (z) and Gk (z)G0. Moreover, F is continuously
differentiable and ∇ F (z) is uniformly nonsingular on U(z̄ ). In particular,
there is a constant cH0 such that, for all k¤ k̄,

c��zAz̄ ��⁄ ��F (z)AF (z̄ )��⁄M��zAz̄ ��, ∀ z ∈ U(z̄ ), (69)

where MH0 is an upper bound of ��∇ F (z)�� over D.
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Lemma 5.2. Let Assumptions A1–A2 hold. Then, there is a neighbor-
hood U(z̄ ) of z̄ and a positive constant Hr such that

��∇ F (z)A∇ F (z̄ )��⁄Hr ��zAz̄ ��, ∀ z ∈ U(z̄ ). (70)

Proof. From (10), by the strict complementarity condition (66), there
is a neighborhood of z̄ in which ∇ F (z) is represented as

∇ F (z)G�
∇ xL(z) −∇ g(x) diag(bi (x, λ )) −∇ h(x)

−∇ g(x)T −diag(ai (x, λ )) 0

−∇ h(x)T 0 0
� ,

where

ai (x, λ )Gλ i�1λ 2
iCgi (x)2A1, bi (x, λ )Ggi (x)�1λ 2

iCgi (x)2A1.

We verify (70) by showing that every block in ∇ F (z) is Lipschitz con-
tinuous at z̄. First, the Lipschitz continuity of ∇ xL, ∇ gT, ∇ hT, ∇ g, ∇ h fol-
lows from (68) directly. Then, it suffices to show that the second column
block of ∇ F (z) satisfies the Lipschitz condition. By an elementary deduction,
we have

��∇ g(x) diag(bi (x, λ ))A∇ g(x̄ ) diag(bi (x̄, λ̄ ))��

⁄ ��∇ g(x)A∇ g(x̄ )�� · ��diag(bi (x, λ ))��

C��∇ g(x̄ )�� · ��diag(bi (x, λ ))Adiag(bi (x̄, λ̄ ))��

⁄2H ′��xAx̄ ��C��∇ g(x̄ )�� · ��diag(bi (x, λ ))Adiag(bi (x̄, λ̄ ))��, (71)

where the last inequality follows from Lemma 2.2 and (68). For the second
term of (71), we have

�bi (x, λ )Abi (x̄, λ̄ ) �

G�gi (x)�1λ 2
iCgi (x)2Agi (x̄ )�1λ̄ 2

iCgi (x̄ )2�

G�gi (x)1λ̄ 2
iCgi (x̄ )2Agi (x̄ )1λ 2

iCgi (x)2��[1λ 2
iCgi (x)21λ̄2

iCgi (x̄ )2]

⁄ [�gi (x)Ag(x̄ ) �1λ̄ 2
iCgi (x̄ )2C�gi (x̄ ) � · �1λ̄ 2

iCgi (x̄ )2

A1λ 2
iCgi (x)2�]�[1λ 2

iCgi (x)21λ̄ 2
iCgi (x̄ )2]. (72)

Since gi is continuously differentiable, there is a constant H1H0 such that,
for all z near z̄,

�gi (x)Agi (x̄ ) �⁄H1��xAx̄ ��⁄H1��zAz̄ ��.
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We have also

�1λ̄ 2
iCgi (x̄ )2A1λ 2

iCgi (x)2�

G�λ̄ 2
iCgi (x̄ )2Aλ 2

iCgi (x)2��[1λ 2
iCgi (x)2C1λ̄ 2

iCgi (x̄ )2 ]

⁄ �λ̄ 2
iAλ 2

i ��[1λ 2
iCgi (x)2C1λ̄ 2

iCgi (x̄ )2]

C�gi (x̄ )2Agi (x)2��[1λ 2
iCgi (x)2C1λ̄ 2

iCgi (x̄ )2].

By the strict complementarity condition (66), there is a neighborhood of z̄
in which 1λ 2

iCgi (x)2 is bounded away from zero. Therefore, the last
inequality shows that there is a positive constant H2 such that, for all z near
z̄,

�1λ̄ 2
iCgi (x̄ )2A1λ 2

iCgi (x)2�⁄H2(��xAx̄ ��C��λAλ̄ ��)

⁄H2��zAz̄ ��.

Combining the above discussion with (72), we claim that there is a constant
H3H0 such that, for all z near z̄,

�bi (x, λ )Abi (x̄, λ̄ ) �⁄H3��zAz̄ ��, iG1, 2, . . . , m.

Together with (71), this reveals that there is a positive constant H4 such
that, for all z near z̄,

��∇ g(x) diag(bi (x, λ ))A∇ g(x̄ ) diag(bi (x̄, λ̄ ))��⁄H4��zAz̄ ��.

Similarly, there is a positive constant H5 such that, for all z near z̄,

��diag(ai (x, λ ))Adiag(ai (x̄, λ̄ ))��⁄H5��zAz̄ ��.

Hence, the second column block of ∇ F (z) satisfies the Lipschitz condition.
This completes the proof. �

Lemma 5.3. Let Assumptions A1–A2 hold. Then, τ kG1 holds for all
k large enough, where τ k is defined by (26). Moreover, there exist positive
constants c1, c2, C1, C2, M3 such that, for all k sufficiently large,

c1��sk��2⁄yT
ksk⁄C1��sk��2, (73)

c2��sk��⁄ ��yk��⁄C2��sk��, (74)

and

��ykA∇ F (zk )∇ F (zk )
Tsk��⁄M3[��F (zk )��Cνk ]��sk��, (75)
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where

νkGmax{��zkC1Az̄ ��, ��zkAz̄ ��}. (76)

Proof. We first show that there is a positive constant C3 such that,
when k is sufficiently large,

��û̄k��⁄C3νk��sk��, (77)

where û̄k is defined by (24). Indeed, from (47), we deduce that, for all k
sufficiently large,

��û̄k��⁄M��
1

0

��∇ F (zkCτ sk )A∇ F (z̄ )�� dτC��∇ F (zk )A∇ F (z̄ )��

C�
1

0

��∇ xL(xkCτ (L(zkC1)AL(zk )), λ k , µk )

A∇ xL(z̄ )�� dτC��∇ xL(zk )A∇ xL(z̄ )��� ��sk ��

⁄M [Hr (��zkAz̄ ��C��sk��C��zkAz̄ ��)

CH ′(��zkAz̄ ��C��L(zkC1)AL(zk )��C��zkAz̄ ��)]��sk��

⁄M [Hr (2��zkAz̄ ��C��zkC1Azk��)

CH ′(2��zkAz̄ ��CM ��zkC1Azk��)]��sk��

⁄M [Hr (3��zkAz̄ ��C��zkC1Az̄ ��)

CH ′((2CM )��zkAz̄ ��CM ��zkC1Az̄ ��)]��sk��

⁄M [4Hr C2H ′(1CM )]νk��sk��,

where M is an upper bound of ��∇ F (z)�� on D, and hence an upper bound
of ��∇ L(z)�� on D, and the second inequality follows from (68) and (70).
Putting

C3GM [4Hr C2H ′(1CM )],

we get (77).
Next, we show that τ kG1 for all k sufficiently large. By the nonsingu-

larity of ∇ F (z̄ ), there is a positive constant c3 such that, when k is suffic-
iently large,

��∇ F (zk )p��¤c3��p��, ��∇ F (zk )
Tp��¤c3��p��, ∀ p ∈ RnCmCr. (78)
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From (46), (77), (78), we get

rT
kskGsT

k ∇ F (zk )∇ F (zk )
TskCsT

k û̄k

¤ ��∇ F (zk )
Tsk��2A��sk�� · ��û̄k��

¤c2
3��sk��2AC3νk��sk��2

G(c2
3AC3νk )��sk��2.

Since νk→0, it follows that, when k is sufficiently large,

rT
ksk¤ (1�2)c2

3��sk��2H0;

by the definition (26) of τ k , this implies that τ kG1 holds for all k sufficiently
large. Moreover, we have

yT
k skGrT

kskC��F (zk )��sT
ksk¤rT

ksk¤ (1�2)c2
3��sk��2.

Putting c1G(1�2)c2
3 yields the left-hand inequality of (73). We also get

��yk��G��rkC��F (zk )��sk��⁄ ��rk��C��F (zk )�� · ��sk��

⁄ ��∇ F (zk )∇ F (zk )
Tsk��C��û̄k��C��F (zk )�� · ��sk ��

⁄ (M2CC3νkCMr )��sk��,

where Mr is an upper bound of ��F (z)�� on D. The above inequalities show
the right-hand inequality of (74). Moreover, we have

yT
ksk⁄ ��yk�� · ��sk��⁄ (M2CC3νkCMr )��sk��2.

This implies the right-hand inequality of (73). Also, we have

��yk��G��rkC��F (zk )��sk��¤ ��rk��A��F (zk )�� · ��sk��

¤ ��∇ F (zk )∇ F (zk )
Tsk��A��û̄k��A��F (zk )�� · ��sk��

¤ [c2
3AC3νkA��F (zk )�� ]��sk��,

where the last inequality follows from (77) and (78). Since νk→0 and
F (zk )→F (z̄ )G0, the last inequality implies that there is a constant c2H0
such that the left-hand inequality of (74) holds for all k sufficiently large.

Now, we verify (75). Observe that

��ykA∇ F (zk )∇ F (zk )
Tsk��G��rkC��F (zk )��skA∇ F (zk )∇ F (zk )

Tsk��

⁄ ��F (zk )�� · ��sk��C��rkA∇ F (zk )∇ F (zk )
Tsk��

G��F (zk )�� · ��sk��C��û̄k��

⁄ [��F (zk )��CC3νk ]��sk��,
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where the last equality follows from (46) and the last inequality follows
from (77). Then, (75) is obtained by letting M3Gmax{1, C3}. �

The next lemma follows from Theorem 4.1.

Lemma 5.4. Let Assumptions A1–A2 hold. Then, for every k ∈ Kr ,
either (31) holds or α k¤ ᾱ holds, where Kr is defined by (62) and ᾱH0 is
some constant.

Proof. By Lemma 4.3, for every k large enough, if α k≠1, then

α k¤2ρ[pT
kBkpkAtk��pk�� ��F (zk )�� ]�[σ1��Fk (zk )��2C(σ2CM2)��pk��2 ].

Recall the definition (62) of Kr . Then, in a similar way to the proof for (64),
we deduce that there is a positive constant M0 such that, for all i ∈ Kr suffic-
iently large,

��F (zi )��⁄M0��pi ��.

Then, it follows that

α i¤2ρ[pT
i BipiAti ��pi �� ��F (zi )�� ]�[σ1��F (zi )��2C(σ2CM2)��pi ��2]

¤2ρ[β2��pi ��2AM0ti ��pi ��2 ]�[σ1M
2
0��pi ��2C(σ2CM2)��pi ��2]

G2ρ(β2AM0ti )�[σ1M
2
0C(σ2CM2)].

Since ti→0, the above inequalities show that, when i ∈ Kr is sufficiently large,
α i is bounded away from zero. In other words, there is a positive constant
ᾱ and an index ir such that

α i¤min{ᾱ , 1}

holds for all i ∈ Kr with i¤ ir. �

Lemma 5.5. Let Assumptions A1–A2 hold. Then, we have

∑
S

kG0

��zkAz̄ ��FS. (79)

Proof. It is easy to see from Algorithm 3.1 that, for every i large
enough, we have either

��Fi (ziC1)��2G��F (ziC1)��2⁄β2��F (zi )��2, for i ∈ Kr 2, (80)

or

��F (ziC1)��2⁄ (1Aσ1α 2
iCη i )��F (zi )��2Aσ2��si ��2

⁄ (1Aσ1α 2
iCη i )��F (zi )��2, for i ∉ Kr 2, (81)
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where Kr 2 is defined by (34). Let Kr be defined by (62). Then, from Lemma
5.4, for each i ∈ Kr , either (80) holds or α i¤ α̃ for some constant α̃H0. In
the latter case, it follows from (81) that

��F (ziC1)��2⁄ (1Cη iAσ1α̃ 2)��F (zi )��2.

Since η i→0, there is an index i0 and a constant θ1∈ (0, 1) such that

1Cη iAσ1α̃ 2⁄θ1

holds for all i¤ i0. Let

θ2Gmax{β2, θ1}F1.

Then,

��F (ziC1)��2⁄θ2��F (zi )��2 (82)

holds for all i ∈ Kr with i¤ i0. However, inequalities (73) and (74) together
with Lemma 4.2 show that the number of elements in Kr is at least k�2 .
Therefore, for any kH2i0, there are at least k�2Ai0 of the indices i such
that (82) holds. Let K3 denote the set of indices i for which (82) holds, and
let Nk denote the number of indices in K3 not exceeding k. Then, we have

Nk¤ k�2Ai0,

for each k large enough. Since (80) or (81) holds for all i large enough,
multiplying (81) for i ∉ K3 and (82) for i ∈ K3 from iGi0 to iGk yields

��F (zkC1)��2⁄� ∏
k

iGi0 , i ∉ K 3

(1Cη iAσ1α 2
i )�θNk

2 ��F (xi0 )��
2

⁄� ∏
k

iGi0 , i ∉ K 3

(1Cη i )�θNk
2 ��F (xi0 )��

2

⁄�∏
k

iG0
(1Cη i )�θk�2Ai0

2 ��F (xi0 )��
2

⁄eηθ k�2A(i0C1)
2 ��F (xi0 )��

2

Gc0θ̃ k,

where

c0Geηθ−(i0C1)
2 ��F (xi0 )��

2 and θ̃Gθ1�2
2 ∈ (0, 1).

Since zk→ z̄, it follows from (69) and the above inequalities that

��zkC1Az̄ ��2⁄c−2c0θ̃ k

holds for all k large enough. Hence, we get (79) as desired. �
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The subsequent analysis follows a line similar to that of Ref. 34. First,
we verify the following lemma.

Lemma 5.6. Let Assumptions A1–A2 hold. If

lim
k→S

��(BkA∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T )pk�����pk��G0, (83)

then α kG1 for all k sufficiently large. Moreover, {zk} converges
superlinearly.

Proof. Denote

ξ kG��(BkA∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T )pk�����pk��. (84)

Then, we have from (30) and (44)

∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T(zkCpkAz̄ )

G∇ F (z̄ )∇ F(z̄ )T(zkAz̄ )C∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )Tpk

G∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T(zkAz̄ )AqkC[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )TABk ]pk

G∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T(zkAz̄ )A∇ F (zk )[F (zk )AF (z̄ )]

C[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )TABk ]pkAuk

G[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )TA∇ F (zk )Ar k ](zkAz̄ )

C[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )TABk ]pkAuk , (85)

where uk is defined by (21) and

Ar kG�
1

0

∇ F (z̄Cτ (zkAz̄ ))T dτ .

From (45) and (68), we have

��uk��⁄��
1

0

��∇ xL(xkCτα kA1L(zk ), λ k , µk )A∇ xL(z̄ )�� dτ

C��∇ xL(zk )A∇ xL(z̄ )��� ��F (zk )��

⁄H ′[��zkAz̄ ��C��α kA1L(zk )��C��zkAz̄ ��]��F (zk )��

⁄H ′[2��zkAz̄ ��C��L(zk )AL(z̄ )�� ]��F (zk )��

⁄H ′(2CM )��zkAz̄ �� ·��F (zk )��

⁄C4νk��F (zk )��,
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where

C4GH ′(2CM )

and the third inequality follows from the fact that L(z̄ )G0 and α kA1⁄1 for
every k. Thus, from (30), (44), and (84), we get

��∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )Tpk��

G��[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )TABk ]pkAqk��

⁄ ��[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )TABk ]pk��C��qk��

⁄ξ k��pk��C��∇ F (zk )F (zk )��C��uk��

⁄ξ k��pk��C��∇ F (zk )F (zk )��CC4νk��F (zk )��. (86)

Since ∇ F (z̄ ) is nonsingular, there exists a positive constant c4 such that

��∇ F (z̄ )p��¤c4��p�� and ��∇ F (z̄ )Tp��¤c4��p��

hold for all p ∈ Rn, which in turn imply that

��∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )Tpk��¤c2
4��pk��.

Then, it follows from (86) that

(c2
4Aξ k )��pk��⁄ [��∇ F (zk )��CC4νk ]��F (zk )��.

By the assumption that ξ k→0 and the fact that νk→0 and ∇ F (zk )→∇ F (z̄ ),
we claim that there exists a positive constant M4 such that, for all k suffic-
iently large,

��pk��⁄M4��F (zk )��GM4��F (zk )AF(z̄)��⁄MM4��zkAz̄ ��.

Therefore, taking the norm operation in (85) yields

��∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T(zkCpkAz̄ )��

⁄ ��[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )TA∇ F (zk )Ar k ](zkAz̄ )��

C��[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )TABk ]pk��C��uk��

⁄ ��∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )TA∇ F (zk )Ar k�� · ��zkAz̄ ��

Cξ k��pk��CC4νk��F (zk )AF (z̄ )��

⁄ ��∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )TA∇ F (zk )Ak�� · ��zkAz̄ ��

Cξ kM4��zkAz̄ ��CC4Mνk��zkAz̄ ��

Go(��zkAz̄ ��). (87)
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Together with (78), this yields

��zkCpkAz̄ �����zkAz̄ ��→0. (88)

Moreover, we have

��F (zkCpk )��G��F (zkCpk )AF (z̄ )��

⁄M ��zkCpkAz̄ ��

G(M�c)[��zkCpkAz̄ �����zkAz̄ �� ]c��zkAz̄ ��

⁄ (M�c)[��zkCpkAz̄ �����zkAz̄ �� ]��F (zk )AF (z̄ )��

G(M�c)[��zkCpkAz̄ �����zkAz̄ �� ]��F (zk )��,

where the last inequality follows from (69). This and (88) indicate that (31)
is satisfied for all k sufficiently large. In other words, the unit steplength is
accepted for all k sufficiently large. Consequently, (88) implies the super-
linear convergence of {zk}. �

Lemma 5.6 shows that, to establish the superlinear convergence of
Algorithm 3.1, it suffices to verify that {zk} satisfies the Dennis–Moré con-
dition (83). In the rest of this section, we devote ourselves to showing that
this is true for Algorithm 3.1.

Denote

PG[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1�2.

For an nBn matrix A, define a matrix norm

��A��PG��PAP ��F ,

where �� · ��F denotes the Frobenius norm. We let Hk and HkC1 stand for the
inverse matrices of Bk and BkC1 , respectively. The following lemma is simi-
lar to Lemma 3.6 in Ref. 34, which shows that the BFGS formula (32)
exhibits a property similar to that of the conventional BFGS formula. For
completeness, we give a proof.

Lemma 5.7. Under Assumptions A1–A2, there exist positive con-
stants M5 , M6 , M7 , and β∈ (0, 1) such that, for all k sufficiently large,

��BkC1A∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ��P⁄ ��BkA∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ��PCM5νk , (89)

��HkC1A[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1��P−1

⁄ [1A(1�2)βζ 2
kCM6νk ]��HkA[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1��P−1CM7νk , (90)
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where νk is defined by (76) and ζ k is given by

ζ kG{��P−1[HkA[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1 ]yk��}�{��HkA[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1��P−1��Pyk��}
(91)

In particular, {��Bk��} and {��Hk��} are bounded.

Proof. From the update formula (32), we get

P[BkC1A∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]P

GP[BkA∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )]P

A[(PBkP)(P−1sk )] [(PBkP)(P−1sk )]
T�(P−1sk )

T(PBkP)(P−1sk )

C(Pyk )(Pyk )
T�(Pyk )

T(P−1sk ). (92)

Denote

B̃kGPBkP, s̃kGP−1sk , ỹkGPyk ,

QkC1GP[BkC1A∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]PGPBkPAI,

QkGP[BkA∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]PGB̃kAI.

Then Qk , QkC1 , B̃k are symmetric, and (92) is rewritten as

QkC1GQkAB̃k s̃k s̃
T
kB̃k�s̃ T

kB̃k s̃kCỹk ỹ
T
k�ỹT

k s̃k .

Taking the norm operation on the both sides, we get

��QkC1��F⁄ ��QkAB̃k s̃k s̃
T
k B̃k�s̃ T

k B̃k s̃kCs̃k s̃
T
k ���s̃k��2��F

C��s̃k s̃
T
k ���s̃k ��2Aỹk ỹ

T
k �ỹT

k s̃k ��F . (93)

We estimate the two terms on the right-hand side of (93). For the first term,
we have

��QkAB̃k s̃k s̃
T
k B̃k�s̃ T

k B̃k s̃kCs̃k s̃
T
k ���s̃k��2��2F

Gtrace{[QkAB̃k s̃k s̃
T
k B̃k�s̃ T

kB̃k s̃kCs̃k s̃
T
k���s̃k��2]

B[QkAB̃k s̃k s̃
T
kB̃k�s̃ T

k B̃k s̃kCs̃k s̃
T
k ���s̃k��2 ]T}

Gtrace[Q2
kC��B̃k s̃k��2B̃k s̃ks̃

T
kB̃k�(s̃ T

k B̃k s̃k )
2Cs̃k s̃

T
k ���s̃k��2

A(QkB̃k s̃k s̃
T
kB̃kCB̃k s̃k s̃

T
kB̃kQk )�s̃ T

kB̃k s̃k

A(B̃k s̃k s̃
T
kCs̃k s̃

T
kB̃k )���s̃k��2C(Qks̃k s̃

T
kCs̃k s̃

T
k Qk )���s̃k��2 ]

G��Qk��2FC��B̃k s̃k��4�(s̃ T
k B̃k s̃k )

2C1A2s̃ T
kB̃kQkB̃k s̃k�s̃ T

kB̃ks̃k

A2s̃ T
kB̃k s̃k���s̃k��2C2s̃ T

kQk s̃k���s̃k ��2. (94)
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By the definition of Qk and B̃k , we have

s̃ T
k B̃kQkB̃k s̃kGs̃ T

k B̃k (B̃kAI )B̃ks̃k

Gs̃ T
kB̃

3
ks̃kAs̃ T

kB̃
2
k s̃k

Gs̃ T
k B̃3

ks̃kA��B̃k s̃k��2

and

s̃ T
kQk s̃kGs̃ T

kB̃k s̃kA��s̃k��2.

So, we get from (94)

��QkAB̃k s̃k s̃
T
k B̃k�s̃ T

k B̃k s̃kCs̃k s̃
T
k���s̃k��2��2F

G��Qk��2FC��B̃ks̃k��4�(s̃ T
kB̃k s̃k )

2C1A2s̃ T
kB̃

3
k s̃k�s̃ T

kB̃k s̃k

C2��B̃k s̃k��2�s̃ T
kB̃k s̃kA2s̃ T

kB̃k s̃k���s̃k��2C2s̃ T
kB̃k s̃k���s̃k��2A2

G��Qk��2FC2[(��B̃k s̃k��2�s̃ T
k B̃ks̃k )

2As̃ T
kB̃

3
k s̃k�s̃ T

kB̃k s̃k ]

A[(��B̃k s̃k��2�s̃ T
kB̃ks̃k )

2A2��B̃k s̃k��2�s̃ T
kB̃k s̃kC1]

G��Qk��2FC2[(��B̃k s̃k��2�s̃ T
kB̃k s̃k )

2As̃ T
kB̃

3
k s̃k�s̃ T

kB̃k s̃k ]

A[1C��B̃k s̃k��2�s̃ T
kBk s̃k ]

2

⁄ ��Qk��2F , (95)

where the inequality holds because

��B̃k s̃k��2G[B̃3�2
k s̃k ]

T [B̃1�2
k s̃k ]⁄ ��B̃3�2

k s̃k�� ��B̃1�2
k s̃k��G[s̃ T

kB̃
3
ks̃k ]

1�2[s̃ T
kB̃k s̃k ]

1�2.

For the second term of (93), we have

��s̃k s̃
T
k���s̃k��2Aỹk ỹ

T
k�ỹT

k s̃k��F

⁄ ��(1���s̃k ��2A1�ỹT
k s̃k )s̃k s̃

T
k ��FC��(s̃k s̃

T
kAỹk ỹ

T
k )�ỹT

k s̃k��F

⁄ � ỹT
k s̃kA��s̃k��2��ỹT

k s̃kC[��s̃k (s̃kAỹk )
T ��FC��(s̃kAỹk )ỹ

T
k ��F ]�ỹT

k s̃k

⁄ [�� ỹkAs̃k�� · ��s̃k��C��s̃k�� · ��s̃kAỹk��C��s̃kAỹk�� · �� ỹk�� ]�ỹT
k s̃k

G(2��P−1sk��C��Pyk��)��PykAP−1sk���yT
ksk . (96)

By the definition of P, we get

��PykAP−1sk��

⁄ ��P�� · ��ykAP−2sk��

G��P�� ��ykA∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )Tsk��

⁄ ��P��[��ykA∇ F (zk )∇ F (zk)
Tsk��C��(∇ F (zk )∇ F (zk )

TA∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T )sk�� ]

⁄{M3[νkC��F (zk )�� ]C��∇ F (zk )∇ F (zk )
TA∇ F (z̄)∇ F(z̄ )T ��}��P�� · ��sk��,
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where the last inequality follows from (75). Since ∇ F is Lipschitz continuous
at z̄, it follows from the last inequality that there is a positive constant C5

such that

��PykAP−1sk��

⁄{M3[νkC��F (zk )�� ]CC5��zkAz̄ ��}��P �� · ��sk��

⁄{M3[νkC��F (zk )AF (z̄ )�� ]CC5νk}��P �� · ��sk��

⁄{M3[νkCM ��zkAz̄ �� ]CC5νk}��P �� · ��sk��

⁄C6νk��sk��, (97)

where

C6G[M3(1CM )CC5]��P ��.

Substituting this into (96) yields

��s̃k s̃
T
k���s̃k��2Aỹk ỹ

T
k �ỹT

k s̃k��F

⁄ (2��P−1sk��C��Pyk��)C6νk��sk���yT
ksk

⁄ (2��P−1�� ��sk��C��P �� ��yk��)C6νk��sk���c1��sk��2

⁄c−11 (2��P−1��CC2��P ��)C6νk

GM5νk ,

where

M5Gc−11 C6(2��P−1��CC2��P ��),

the second inequality follows from (73), and the last inequality follows from
(74). Combining this with (93) and (95), we get (89).

Now we verify (90). The inverse update formula of BFGS method is
represented as

HkC1GHkC[(skAHkyk )s
T
kCsk (skAHkyk )

T ]�yT
ksk

AyT
k (skAHkyk )sks

T
k�(yT

k sk )
2

G(IAsky
T
k�yT

ksk )Hk(IAyks
T
k �yT

ksk )Csks
T
k �yT

ksk ,

which is the dual form of the DFP update formula in the sense that Hk↔Bk ,
HkC1↔BkC1 , and sk↔yk . By (97), the condition of Lemma 3.1 in Ref. 37
is satisfied with the identifications s↔yk , y↔ sk , B↔Hk , A↔
[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1, and M↔P−1. Therefore, there are constants α 1H0,
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α 2H0, and β∈ (0, 1) such that

��HkC1A[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1��P−1

⁄ [11Aβζ 2
kCα 1��P−1skAPyk�����Pyk�� ]��HkA[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1��P−1

Cα 2 ��skA[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1yk�����Pyk��

G[11Aβζ 2
kCα 1��P−1skAPyk�����Pyk�� ]��HkA[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1��P−1

Cα 2��skAP2yk�����Pyk��, (98)

where ζ k is defined by (91). By the nonsingularity of P, there is a constant
c4H0 such that

��Pyk��¤c4��yk��¤c4c2��sk��,

where the last inequality follows from (74). So, from (98) we get

��HkC1A[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1��P−1

⁄ [11Aβζ 2
kCα 1C6νk��sk���c4c2��sk�� ]��HkA[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1��P−1

Cα 2C6νk��P �� ��sk���c4c2��sk��

⁄ [1A(1�2)βζ 2
kCα 1c

−1
2 c−14 C6νk ]��HkA[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1��P−1

Cα 2c
−1
2 c−14 C6νk��P ��,

where the first inequality follows from (97) and the last inequality holds
since

11Aβζ 2
k⁄1A(1�2)βζ 2

k .

In view of (97), we get (90).
Finally, from Lemma 3.4 in Ref. 37 and (79), we can see that

{��BkA∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T��P} and {��HkA[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1��P−1} converge. In par-
ticular, {��Bk ��} and {��Hk��} are bounded. �

Now, we prove superlinear convergence of Algorithm 3.1.

Theorem 5.1. Let Assumptions A1–A2 hold. Then,

lim
k→S

��(BkA∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T )pk�����pk��G0. (99)

Moreover, {zk} converges to z̄ superlinearly.
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Proof. We rewrite (90) as

(1�2)βζ 2
k��HkA∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T��P−1

⁄ ��HkA[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1��P−1A��HkC1A[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1��P−1

C[M6��HkA[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1��P−1CM7]νk .

Since {��HkA[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1��P−1} is bounded and νk→0, this inequality
together with the definition (91) of ζ k yields

lim
k→S

ζ 2
k��HkA[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1��P−1

G lim
k→S

��P−1(HkA[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1)yk��2���HkA[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1��P−1��Pyk��2

G0. (100)

Moreover, since ��HkA[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1��P−1 is bounded, (100) implies

lim
k→S

��P−1(HkA[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1)yk�����Pyk��G0.

By the nonsingularity of P and (74), there exist some constants M8H0 and
c5H0 such that

��Pyk��⁄M8��sk��, for all k, and ��P−1w��¤c5w, for all w ∈ Rn.

Hence, we get

lim
k→S

��(HkA[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1)yk�����sk��G0. (101)

On the other hand, we have

��(HkA[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1)yk��

G��Hk (∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )TABk )[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1yk��

¤ ��Hk (∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )TABk )sk��

−��Hk (∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )TABk )([∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1ykAsk )��

G��Hk (∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )TABk )sk��

A��Hk (∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )TABk )P(PykAP−1sk )��

¤ ��Hk (∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )TABk )sk��

A��Hk (∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )TABk )P�� ��PykAP−1sk��

¤ ��Hk (∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )TABk )sk��

AC6νk ��Hk (∇ F (z̄)∇ F(z̄ )TABk )P�� ��sk��

G��Hk (∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )TABk )sk��Co(��sk��),
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where the last inequality follows from (97) and the last equality holds
because νk→0 and both {��Bk��} and {��Hk��} are bounded. Moreover, the
fact that {��Bk��} and {��Hk��} are bounded implies particularly that {��Bk��}
and {��Hk��} are uniformly nonsingular. Therefore, there is a constant c6H0
such that

��Hk (∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )TABk )sk��¤c6��(∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )TABk )sk��,

for all k. So, we have

��(HkA[∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )T ]−1)yk��¤c6��(∇ F (z̄ )∇ F (z̄ )TABk )sk��Co(��sk��),

and hence (101) yields (99). In view of Lemma 5.6, the proof is com-
plete. �

6. Discussion

We have proposed a BFGS method for solving the KKT system of a
general constrained optimization problem by means of successive splitting
of an equivalent system of nonsmooth equations. Under Assumptions A1–
A2, we have established the global and superlinear convergence of the
method. The proposed method has two advantages. First, at every iteration,
the subproblem is always solvable and has a unique solution, so that no
additional computational effort is required to restore the solvability of sub-
problems. Second, to ensure global and superlinear convergence of the
method, we need not assume the boundedness of the matrix sequence {Bk}.
The proposed method is applicable to nonconvex mathematical program-
ming problems. A deficiency of the method is that the subproblems are of
full dimension. That is, at each iteration, an nCmCr dimensional linear
equation has to be solved. It is well known that, under some regularity
conditions, the KKT point relies on only active constraints. Reducing the
size of subproblems by means of an active set identification technique
deserves to be considered. We notice also that superlinear convergence
has been established under the strict complementarity condition (66). It is
certainly important to investigate whether the method retains superlinear
convergence without this assumption.
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